YOU ARE HUNGRY for an inspiring intellectual challenge and ready to immerse yourself in an intensive summer experience that will push you to grow personally and professionally. You value contributing to a diverse community of learners who challenge and support one another. You celebrate successes and learn from failures. You believe in a better world for our children. You want to invest your best effort into creating summer learning opportunities for students. You are preparing for a career as a teacher, or you have no idea what you want to do with your life...but something about teaching interests you. You belong in our community. Learn more about the Summer Teaching Fellowship at generationteach.org.

Application deadlines are the 6th of each month.
Our final deadline is May 15.
Apply early; positions fill very quickly.
Generation Teach provides diverse young people with summer teaching experiences to inspire and prepare them to pursue careers in urban teaching. We recruit college and college-bound students to intensive summer teaching fellowships that introduce them to the complex and intellectually demanding world of teaching. We invite fellows to teach multiple summers and offer differentiated pathways into teaching through local partnerships with schools and teacher education programs. We believe these early experiences in urban education shape talented young people’s decisions to pursue careers in teaching while better preparing them for the rigors of the profession.

THE SUMMER TEACHING FELLOWSHIP

- Complete two weeks of intensive training in identity, relationships, practices, and content
- Teach engineering, fitness, math, reading, social studies, or speech and debate to small groups of middle-school students each day for four weeks
- Design and teach an elective, such as art, coding, dance, philosophy, or yoga
- Practice your teaching and reflect on your students’ learning in daily team meetings
- Receive daily feedback and support from your Teacher Coach
- Lead academic challenges, enrichment programming, field trips, and community meetings
- Reflect on your growth in daily staff meetings
- Become an active part of the school and community in which your students live and learn
- Receive a taxable scholarship to offset living costs

APPLY NOW

Apply now for the 2017 Summer Teaching Fellowship in Boston. Local high-school students and undergraduates from anywhere in the country are invited to apply; priority will be given to candidates who are from or attending college in the Boston area. All content-area majors are encouraged to apply.

The Boston program runs from June 19 - July 28. Undergraduate Teaching Fellows receive a $1,800 taxable scholarship. Fellows who receive GT-subsidized housing receive a reduced scholarship of $750. High-school fellows receive a $900 taxable scholarship.